We investigate the problem of divergences appearing in the two-particle irreducible vertex functions of many-fermion systems with attractive on-site interactions. By means of dynamical meanfield theory calculations we determine the location of singularity lines in the phase diagram of the attractive Hubbard model at half-filling, where the local Bethe-Salpeter equations are non invertible. We find that divergences appear both in the magnetic and in the density scattering channels. The former affect a sector of suppressed fluctuations and are consistent with the mapping of the physical susceptibilities of the repulsive case. The appearance of singularities in the density channel demonstrate, instead, how vertex divergences can also plague the "dominant" scattering sectors associated with enhanced local susceptibilities, differently as observed for repulsive interactions. By introducing an insightful graphical representation of generalized susceptibilities and exploiting the underlying physical symmetries, we elucidate the relation between the two-particle vertices and the local response of the system, discussing algorithmic and physical implications of their singular behavior in the non-perturbative regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The large number of degrees of freedom controlling the physics of correlated electron systems requires, in most cases, treatments based on quantum field theory (QFT), such as the Green's function approach and the Feynman diagrammatic technique.
Due to the complexity of the microscopic processes considered, the QFT formalism is mostly applied to the conceptually simplest case, i.e., at the "one-particle" level. This corresponds to the propagation of one extra electron (or hole) added to the interacting system or -more physically-to the description of (direct/inverse) photoemission experiments. The widespread application of the QFT to one-particle processes is reflected in a fully structured textbook 1,2 description and a clear physical interpretation of the different quantities appearing in the formalism, such as the electronic self-energy which can be accessed experimentally by ARPES experiments.
However, a complete understanding of the physical response in correlated systems often [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] requires to work at the next level of complexity, namely at the "two-particle level". This represents also a fundamental prerequisite for several cutting-edge many-body schemes [8] [9] [10] , which explains the increasing efforts [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for extending our knowledge in this direction. Ideally, one would like to handle the QFT description of two-particle processes at the same level of confidence we have for the oneparticle ones, including a comparable understanding of their mathematical and physical properties.
In this paper, we take a step in this direction by analyzing one surprising property which characterizes the two-particle analog of the self-energy, i.e. the irreducible vertex function. In particular, we refer here to the occurrence of multiple divergences displayed by this two-particle quantity, in the Matsubara frequency domain. In this respect, we recall that the self-energy expressed as function of Matsubara diverges only in the "extreme" case of a Mott-insulating phase, reflecting the complete suppression of the one-particle Green's function. On the contrary, an ubiquitous presence of divergences in the irreducible vertex functions has been recently demonstrated in all fundamental models of many-electron physics: from the Hubbard atom 18, 21 to the Falicov-Kimball model 21, 22 , the Anderson Impurity model 23 , and the Hubbard model 21, 24, 25 .
These divergences are a manifestation of the breakdown of self-consistent perturbation expansions in QFT and, as it was recently demonstrated, are also directly related 26 to the intrinsic multivaluedness [27] [28] [29] of the Luttinger-Ward functional for interacting many electron systems. Mathematically, they correspond to a non-invertibility of the Bethe-Salpeter equation, through which the irreducible vertex functions are defined.
The physical processes controlling these divergences are, instead, not fully clarified yet. In fact, they do not appear to be associated to any phase-transition in the systems considered: At low T , they take place well inside of the metallic, Fermi-liquid phases in the AIM 23 and the dynamical mean-field theory solution of the Hubbard model 21, 24 . Heuristically, their occurrence has at first been related 24 to the appearance of kinks in the spectral functions 30 and in the specific heat 31, 32 or to underlying non-equilibrium properties 33, 34 . A recent, more convincing interpretation 25, 26 , however, associates the vertex divergences (occurring in a given channel) to the suppression of the corresponding physical susceptibility caused by the electronic interaction. This interpretation works quite satisfactorily in all the cases studied hitherto and it can be regarded, to a good extent, as a two-particle generalization of the suppression of the Green's function.
In this paper, we study how the divergences of the irreducible vertex functions of the half-filled Hubbard model are transformed by changing the sign of the interaction from U to −U . We will interpret our numerical calculations of two-particle susceptibilities and vertex functions, performed by means of the dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) 35 , extending the existing mapping to treat also generalized two-particle quantities. This will allow us to relate our results to the underlying physical symmetries of the model considered, and to investigate the multifaceted aspects of "coupling" of two-particle vertex properties and their possible divergences to the behavior of the physical local response of the system. These considerations do not only improve our understanding of the physics responsible for the breakdown of the (bold) perturbation expansion 27 , but allows us to make predictions about which kind of vertex divergences can be expected -on general groundsin different physical situations. Beyond the conceptual progress of an improved mathematical and physical understanding of the two-particle QFT formalism, our results will be also of particular interest for the future development and applications of several cutting-edge manyelectrons algorithms (e.g., as all those based on the parquet formalism 36, 37 , the diagrammatic Monte Carlo 27 , the nested cluster scheme 38 ) beyond the weak-coupling, perturbative regime.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce the basic two-particle formalism needed for this study; in Sec. III, we present our numerical results for the two-particle vertex functions and their divergences in the attractive Hubbard model, as well as an interpretation of our observations, based on the mapping of the repulsive case and on the high-T behavior; in Sec. IV we exploit a properly chosen graphical representation to improve the immediate physical readability of the generalized two-particle susceptibilities while in Sec. V we discuss possible physical and algorithmic implications of our findings. Our conclusions are concisely summarized in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND FORMALISM
In this work we will compute, by means of the dynamical mean-field-theory (DMFT) 35 , the local two-particle susceptibilities and (irreducible) vertex functions of both, the attractive and the repulsive Hubbard model,
where c(c † ) are the annihilation (creation) fermionic operators at lattice position i and spin σ, t is the hopping between next-neighboring sites on a Bethe lattice (with semielliptic DOS of half-bandwidth D = 2t = 1), and the local Hubbard interaction U can take both positive (repulsive interaction) and negative (attractive interaction) values. The chemical potential is kept fixed to U 2 to preserve the particle-hole symmetry of the model. In order to extract irreducible quantities, one has to invert the Dyson equation at the one-and the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) as well as the parquet equation at the two-particle level. At the one-particle level the self-energy Σ(ν) may be computed from the inversion
of the non-interacting Green's function G 0 and the interacting impurity Green's function
of the auxiliary AIM associated to the DMFT solution (here ν = πT (2n + 1) is a fermionic Matsubara frequency). Eq. (2) illustrates that a divergence of Σ(ν) is associated to a complete suppression of G(ν), which only occurs in the Mott-insulating regime for T, ν → 0 . Though more complex, the formalism is extendable to the two-particle level 12, 39 . The analog of Σ at the twoparticle level is the irreducible vertex function Γ r , given in a specific scattering channel r (e.g. density, magnetic, see below). Γ r is obtained by inverting the corresponding BSE
where the explicit expression of the generalized susceptibility of the impurity-site reads in particle-hole notation 10,12
Here, σ and σ denote the spin directions of the impurity electrons, and ν, ν and Ω represent two fermionic and one bosonic Matsubara frequency, respectively. χ νν 0 corresponds to the bare bubble given by −βG(ν)G(ν + Ω)δ νν . In the case of SU(2) symmetry, the BSE can be diagonalized in the spin sector defining the density (r = d) and magnetic (r = m) channel:
. Similar considerations apply to the particle-particle (pp)-sector: the expression of the generalized susceptibilities in the corresponding (pp) notation can be obtained 12,40 via a frequency shift of the particle-hole expressions χ νν pp,↑↓ (Ω) = χ νν ↑↓ (Ω − ν − ν ). 41 At the two-particle level the inversion of χ νν r in Eq. 3 written in terms of its eigenvalue decomposition takes the form
Similar to the one-particle level, where Σ(ν) → ∞ directly corresponds to a zero of G(ν), a divergence of the "two-particle" self-energy, the irreducible vertex Γ νν r , is related to a vanishing eigenvalue λ r in Eq. (5) . Note, that this is merely an analogy, since a single vanishing eigenvalue λ r does not imply a vanishing of the whole χ νν r matrix. Hence, a divergence of Γ r does not cause the corresponding static (Ω = 0) physical susceptibility
to vanish as well. However, after crossing a divergence line the corresponding eigenvalue λ r becomes negative, resulting in a negative contribution in the eigenvalue decomposition of the physical susceptibility
eventually causing a progressive suppression of the physical fluctuations in the respective channel. Therefore, a divergence of Γ νν r followed by the presence of a negative eigenvalue in χ νν r can be interpreted as the analog of the suppression of the single-particle Green's function by the single-particle self-energy 25, 26 .
Indeed, in all previous studies of models with repulsive interactions, negative eigenvalues have exclusively occurred in physical channels that are suppressed upon increasing the interaction strength U , namely in the charge and in the particle-particle sectors.
According to this observation, one may expect that vertex divergences in models with attractive interaction will occur in the magnetic channel only. This would heuristically be consistent with the known "mapping" of the physical degrees of freedom (D.o.F.) of the halffilled Hubbard model. Due to the intrinsic O(4) = SU (2) × SU (2) symmetry, the partial particle-hole, or Shiba, transformation 42, 43 c i↑ → c i↑ and c i↓ → (−1) i c † i↓ (8) acts as a mapping of all physical observables between U > 0 and U < 0. In particular, the two SU(2) spin ( S) and pseudospin ( S p ) sectors, which are related to the respective suppressed channels on the attractive and repulsive side, are transformed into each other
This mapping of physical D.o.F. suggests that a similar "transformation" may as well apply to the vertexdivergences. However, as already noted in 12, 44 , the mapping of generalized two-particle quantities, and especially of dynamical irreducible vertices, is more complex than Eq. (9) would imply. We will see in the next section, how this is reflected in the appearance and the nature of the vertex divergences in attractive Hubbard model.
III. VERTEX DIVERGENCES OF THE ATTRACTIVE HUBBARD MODEL

A. DMFT results
We start our analysis of the vertex functions and their divergences in the attractive Hubbard model by presenting our DMFT calculations at the two-particle level 45 performed with a continuous time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) impurity solver in the hybridization expansion 46 , precisely, the w 2dynamics-package 47 .
The main outcome of our DMFT calculations are summarized in Fig. 1 , where we report the location of the vertex divergences found for different values of the local attraction U < 0 and the temperature T (left side), compared against the corresponding results for the repulsive case U > 0 (right side). In the large |U | regime our numerical results are consistent with analytical calculations 18 in the atomic limit. Furthermore, in the whole repulsive sector, we also reproduce 48 the outcome of previous DMFT studies 21, 24 , finding multiple lines in the U -T plane, where the irreducible vertex diverges. As already observed 21 , the first divergences are located at moderate repulsion values, well before the Mott-Hubbard MIT. With increasing interaction the occurrence of divergence lines becomes more dense, and the lines occur in alternating order starting with a divergence in the density channel (red lines) followed by a simultaneous divergence in the density and pp channel (orange lines).
In the case of attractive interaction, our DMFT results show the following: We find vertex divergences in the density channel (red lines), which are perfectly mirrored with respect to the repulsive side. These occur in alternating order with lines of divergences in the magnetic channel (green lines), which mirror, instead, the orange divergence lines of the repulsive model. As a consequence, the overall location of the vertex divergences looks highly symmetric when comparing the repulsive and the attractive sides of the phase diagram.
At first sight this symmetry may appear rather surprising, because the physical properties of a given scattering channel in the repulsive and the attractive model are very different 43, 49, 50 , as dictated by the mapping of the physical degrees of freedom (cf. Eq. (9) and Fig. 1 ). At a closer look, we can distinguish the situation of the three-times degenerate divergences found at the orange and green lines, respectively, from that of the single degenerate divergences found at the red lines, occurring in the density sector only. Specifically, the mapping of the combined divergences in the pp and density sector (orange lines) into divergences of the magnetic sector (green lines) is fully matching our physical expectations that (i) divergences play a role in the suppression of a scattering channel and that (ii) they are mapped consistently with the physical D.o.F., i.e. according Eq. (9) . At the same time, the perfect mirroring of the density divergence lines (red) under the U ↔ −U transformation looks puzzling, because (i) for U < 0, these divergences affect a scattering channel associated to a physical susceptibility, which is not suppressed but enhanced by the attractive interaction, and (ii) the physical degrees of freedom associated to the density channel is mapped onto one of the three spin-components. A first understanding of this apparent discrepancy is provided by the analysis of the symmetry of the eigenvectors associated to a vanishing eigenvalue (λ r α = 0 for = α in Eq. (5)). In Figure 2 we compare the shape of eigenvectors following the first and second divergence lines at different temperatures for U ≶ 0. Evidently, the perfect mirroring of divergence lines is also reflected in identical shapes of the eigenvectors associated to a vanishing eigenvalues for U ≶ 0. The singular eigenvectors associated to all divergences in the density sector only (red lines), display a completely antisymmetric frequency structure
In contrast, all other divergence lines (green and orange lines) are associated to frequency sym-
The symmetry of eigenvectors is clearly essential in the calculation of the physical susceptibility, as can be seen quickly in Eq. (7) . Due to the summation over Matsubara frequencies, the actual value of χ r is independent from any antisymmetric eigenvector, irrespective of whether associated to a positive or a negative eigenvalue. Hence, the appearance of negative eigenvalues in a chan-nel is not necessarily associated to a suppression of the respective physical susceptibility. While in the repulsive model the occurrence of divergences and the suppression of the respective channel, maybe incidentally, coincide, our calculations of the attractive model provide a clearcut counter-example: the crossing of several divergence lines in the density sector is accompanied by an enhanced susceptibility.
To rationalize the results of our two-particle DMFT calculations on more general grounds, we investigate the effect of the attractive-repulsive mapping on generalized two-particle quantities and its relation the physical symmetries of the system under consideration.
B. The role of the underlying symmetries
As mentioned at the end of Sec. II, the mapping of the generalized two-particle quantities is less obvious than the mapping of the physical D.o.F..
When considering purely local quantities, the singleparticle Green's function G(τ 1 , τ 2 ) is identical for the repulsive (U > 0) and attractive (U < 0) half-filled model, while the two-particle Green's function G ↑↓ (τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ), i.e. the first time-ordered product appearing on the right hand side of Eq. (4), with anti-parallel spin orientation transforms 12, 40 according to
which, after Fourier transformation of all fermionic variables, reads with ν 4 = ν 1 − ν 2 + ν 3 . After changing to the phnotation, as defined in Eq. (4), (ν 1 = ν, ν 2 = ν + Ω, ν 3 = ν + Ω, ν 4 = ν ) one can easily see how the transformation maps the generalized static (Ω = 0) susceptibility, χ ν,ν ↑↓ = G ↑↓ (ν, ν, ν ) of the ↑↓ sector according to
while χ ↑↑ is obviously invariant under a partial particlehole transformation. Hence, in general, the Shiba transformation on the two-particle level will mix the different (particle-hole) channels of generalized susceptibilities and the associated irreducible vertices. In particular, one sees that only the mapping of the generalized susceptibility expressed in the pp notation
reflects 12, 40, 44 the transformation of the physical (spin/pseudospin) degrees of freedoms, discussed in Eq. (9), in a direct fashion.
As the location of divergence lines is directly encoded in the generalized susceptibilities, it will be also subject to the mixing of channels, explaining the differences w.r.t. the mapping of the physical degrees of freedom, discussed in Sec. II. To fully rationalize the results observed in Sec. III A, we will focus on the symmetry properties of the generalized susceptibilities. In this respect we note, that Eq. (13) shows already why the mirrored divergences of the particle-particle ↑↓ channel for U > 0 are observed in the magnetic channel for U < 0. Hence, the main question concerns the behavior of the particlehole channels.
We start by considering the (spin resolved) generalized susceptibility χ νν Ω σσ , as defined in Eq. (4). Due to the particle-hole (PH) symmetry of the system considered here, χ νν Ω σσ has all real entries. Exploiting the timereversal (TR)-and the SU(2)-symmetry of the problem
it is evident that χ νν Ω σσ is a symmetric matrix of ν and ν . Relation (14) ensures that all matrix entries and all eigenvalues remain real for any Ω.
Another symmetry relation can be obtained by exploiting the complex conjugation (CC) of χ νν Ω σσ . For Ω = 0 it can be shown that the generalized susceptibility is invariant under the rotation of the matrix along both of its cardinal axes (ν → −ν, ν → −ν )
A matrix obeying the conditions
is a so-called bisymmetric matrix, where the matrix elements are symmetric with respect to both the main diagonal (ν = ν ) as well as the secondary diagonal (ν = −ν ). Essentially, this particular symmetry is at the core to understand the mapping of divergence lines. A bisymmetric matrix can always be diagonalized in blocks (here associated to positive/negative Matsubara frequencies), by applying an orthogonal matrix Q, defined in terms of the counteridentity (J ν,ν = δ ν(−ν ) ) and identity submatrix 1 (see Appendix A for more details)
The block-diagonalization of χ r is associated with precise symmetry properties: the subspace denoted by A represents a submatrix with exclusively antisymmetric eigenvectors, while S is the subspace of purely symmetric eigenvectors. As a consequence, one can attribute, unambiguously, the occurrence of a red divergence line in χ d to the purely antisymmetric subspace A, while all other divergence lines will be accounted for by the symmetric subspace S. A crucial ingredient for connecting the bisymmetry of the generalized susceptibilities to the mapping of divergence lines lies in the equivalence of the Shiba transformation for χ νν ↑↓ to a matrix multiplication with the negative counteridentity matrix (−J)
Combining Eq. (17), (18) and the fact that J 2 = 1 one can prove (see Appendix B) the remarkable result, that the antisymmetric sector A remains invariant under Let us stress at this point that the proof made in Appendix B applies not only to singular eigenvalues, which are connected to divergence lines, but to all eigenvalues and eigenvectors of χ νν r . In this way, we have extended the mapping relation known for χ νν pp,↑↓ to the whole particle-hole sector, clarifying the relation with the mapping of the physical D.o.F.: the antisymmetric subspace A, not contributing to the sum for the physical susceptibility in Eq. (7), is invariant under the Shiba transformation, while the symmetric subspace is found to transform in accordance with Eq. (9).
As we have illustrated, the particle-hole symmetry plays a central role in determining the mirroring properties of the generalized susceptibilities. If one relaxes this constraint, the relations in Eq. (16) no longer hold in the particle-hole sector and, therefore, the bisymmetry is lost and eigenvalues are not necessarily real. This implies, in turn, that the eigenvectors of the corresponding χ r are not necessarily symmetric or antisymmetric any longer. At the same time, it is important to stress, that even in the absence of PH-symmetry (e.g. out of half-filling) χ νν pp,↑↓ continues to fulfill 18 both relations in Eq. (16) , ensuring the validity of all associated properties (i.e. real eigenvalues as well as bisymmetry and associated properties).
C. High-Temperature Limit
To exemplify the concepts discussed in the previous section, we performed DMFT calculations in the high-temperature regime (β = 5), where the frequency structure of the two-particle generalized susceptibilities strongly simplifies. Due to the large stepsize on the Matsubara frequency grid, most information of the system is encoded in the central 2 × 2 matrix. The analysis of the divergences can be then restricted 25 to the innermost 2×2 matrix defined by the smallest Matsubara frequecies (ν, ν = − π β , π β ). For a 2 × 2 case, the bisymmetry condition (see III B) poses significant constraints on the matrix elements and a singularity can be realized only in two ways:
which corresponds to the (anti-symmetric) singular
with a, b > 0, corresponding to a (symmetric) singular eigenvector V S (ν) ∝ δ ν, π β + δ ν,− π β . On the basis of these considerations, we analyze the Udependence of the diagonal (χ D r ) and off-diagonal (χ O r ) elements of the 2 × 2 lowest frequency-submatrix of the generalized susceptibility, extending the study of Ref. [25] to the attractive case. The corresponding data are reported in Fig. 3 for the density (left) and the magnetic/pp sectors (right).
A general trend can be readily identified: Upon increasing |U | all diagonal matrix elements (χ D r ) eventually decrease, while the off-diagonal elements (χ O r ) mostly increase in absolute values, for the considered interaction regime. The decrease of χ D r upon increasing |U | is dominated by the bubble term (∝ −β G(ν)G(ν ) δ νν ), reflecting the suppression of the single particle Green's function G(ν) at low-frequencies. Vertex corrections are responsible for the asymmetry of the damping effects on χ D r with respect to ±U as well as for differentiating its size between the different sectors.
In particular, we find the following behavior for the diagonal entries: (i) the decrease-rate with |U | of χ D r is stronger in those channels that correspond to a suppressed susceptibility, (ii) χ D d decreases faster compared to the other two channels and even turns negative for large U > 0, where density fluctuations are suppressed.
The off-diagonal matrix elements are obviously zero in the non-interacting case (U = 0) and for small values of U yield positive/negative corrections to the enhanced/suppressed susceptibilities. For large U values this behavior is preserved in the m and pp channel. An exception is the suppressed density channel where χ O d displays a strong increase, becoming positive again.
From these observations, we conclude that the suppression/enhancement of a static physical susceptibility is controlled by the interplay of suppressed diagonal entries and the enhanced magnitude of the (positive/negative) off-diagonal terms.
Due to the considerably milder damping of the diagonal entries in the magnetic and the pp sector, one always finds that χ D r > χ O r , with r = m, pp. Therefore only singularities of the second kind (χ D r = −χ O r , s. Eq. (20)) can occur in these channels. This implies that singularities of the second kind can occur exclusively in sectors of suppressed susceptibilities.
On the contrary, the much stronger damping of χ D d plays a crucial role in suppressing the density fluctuations for U > 0. For U < 0 this decrease of χ D d is outperformed by an even stronger increase of χ O d in order to describe the corresponding enhancement of χ d . As one can easily see in Fig. 3 , these conditions allow divergences of the first kind with χ D d = χ O d (compare Eq. (19)), to occur specularly on both sides of the phase-diagram. In fact, frequency-antisymmetric divergences are the only one to be expected in sectors of enhanced physical susceptibilities, because in this regime, both diagonal and off-diagonal components of χ ν,ν r have the same (positive) sign.
IV. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF PHYSICAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES
The relation between generalized and physical susceptibilities emerging from our numerical and analytical analysis can be illustrated in a physically more insightful way. As all eigenvalues in Eq. (7) are real, we introduce a susceptibility density (ρ(χ)) defined as
from which the local physical susceptibility is readily obtained as an average over ρ r (χ):
This representation has several advantages: Equations (21) and (22) enable to distinguish immediately between positive (λ > 0, ρ(λ ) > 0), negative (λ < 0, ρ(λ ) > 0) and vanishing (λ = 0 or ρ(λ ) = 0) contributions to the static response χ r . Further, its graphical conciseness will allow to comprehend, at a single glance, how the mapping of the generalized susceptibilities works for the different cases, highlighting the most relevant physical implications. The introduced representation is applied here to analyze our susceptibility data after crossing four divergence lines at two mirrored positions in the phase diagram (light-blue stars in Fig.1) .
The corresponding results are shown in the three plots of Fig. 4 , representing the three scattering channels. Here, the positions of all eigenvalues λ r are shown as bars in the light-blue shaded innermost panels of the three plots: Gray bars indicate eigenvalues associated to antisymmetric eigenvectors and thus to a vanishing ρ r which does not contribute to χ r , Colored bars account for eigenvalues associated to finite ρ r (λ r ) values, corresponding to symmetric eigenvectors whose weighted sum builds up the full χ r . The actual value of the susceptibilitydensity ρ r for a given eigenvalue is indicated by the circlesymbols in the outermost panels of the plots in Fig. 4 . The color-shaded regions slightly above χ ∼ 0 represent an increasingly denser distribution of small positive eigenvalues, arising from the high-frequency behavior of χ νν r ∝ 1 ν 2 δ νν . It can be shown that this (essentially non-interacting) large-ν feature induces a van Hove singularity in the T → 0 behavior of ρ r (χ)
The three plots of Fig. 4 graphically combine all aspects of the attractive-repulsive mapping of the generalized susceptibilities and allow a comprehensive understanding at a single glance.
The location of the colored bars together with the corresponding values of ρ r (χ) are transformed fully consistently with the mapping of the physical D.o.F.. In accordance with our results in Sec. IIIB, not only the physical susceptibility, but the entire distribution ρ r (χ) of the identical density and pp (pseudospin) sectors are mapped onto the magnetic (spin) sector and vice versa.
On the contrary, the positions of the gray bars of each channel are unchanged in the +U and −U cases, reflecting the perfect invariance of the antisymmetric subspaces of all generalized χ r under the mapping. We note that the identical location of the gray bars in the magnetic and the pp channel reflects the fact that the entire generalized susceptibility sectors are transformed exactly as the physical degrees of freedom (compare Eq. (13)). On the other hand, the different locations of gray bars in the density sector compared to the other channels explain the non-trivial mapping properties of χ νν d and of the corresponding irreducible vertices.
These general observations allow for a remarkable rationalization of the problem. Any suppressed local physical susceptibility can be associated to a unique susceptibility-density
Obviously, by replacing U with −U in Eq. (23), a similar property holds for all enhanced susceptibility densities
The comparison of the attractive and repulsive panels of each channel in Fig. 4 indicates as an overall trend, that the suppression of a susceptibility is associated to a systematic shift of the colored bars towards smaller values, as well as with a change of the weight distribution, where the highest values of ρ sup are associated with the lowest eigenvalues. This supports the physical picture that an interaction-driven suppression of a static local susceptibility is connected to an increasing number of negative eigenvalues and therefore with the crossing of multiple vertex divergences. This corresponds to a loose generalization of the self-energy behavior at the 2P level, as discussed in Sec. II. At the same time, this demonstrates why the "reverse" implication of the above physical picture is not correct. The perfect invariance of the gray bars under the mapping, whose physical content is totally decoupled from the static susceptibility, implies the perfect mirroring of all red-lines where only the density channel is singular (Fig. 1) . Hence, the occurrence of red divergence lines is independent of the behavior of the corresponding susceptibility as well as of the SU(2)×SU(2) symmetry properties of the model considered.
Finally, important quantitative information can be also gained from Fig. 4 . By analyzing the behavior of the enhanced susceptibilities, it is evident that ρ enh is dominated by the contribution of a single term: the one associated to largest eigenvalue λ max . This property is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where we compare the actual values of χ d and χ m obtained from Eq. (22) with the case where the summation in Eq. (21) is reduced to the largest eigenvalue only. The contribution from the largest eigenvalue λ max very well reproduces the trend across the entire repulsive and attractive regime and even well approximates the actual value of the static susceptibilities χ d and χ m in their respective enhanced regions. Since the relation
follows from the proof in Appendix B and Eq. 13, the value of all physical susceptibilities in their respective enhanced regions can be well approximated by
According to this relation, the Curie-Weiss behavior of any static local susceptibility in the strong-coupling regime can be ascribed to the evolution of the corresponding λ max and the associated eigenvector.
V. PHYSICAL AND ALGORITHMIC CONSEQUENCES
The numerical and analytical results of the previous sections allow us to draw some relevant conclusions on algorithmic and physics implications of vertex divergences.
As we have seen, only divergences associated to symmetric singular eigenvectors reflect an interaction-driven suppression of the corresponding static susceptibility. Our DMFT study of the attractive Hubbard model provides, indeed, a clear example where vertex divergences associated with antisymmetric singular eigenvectors do affect also the dominant scattering channel. This observation has direct implications for the usage of parquetbased schemes in the non perturbative regime, such as, e.g., DΓA 36 and QUADRILEX 37 .
In fact, if the occurrence of vertex divergences could be completely confined to the secondary scattering channels, with suppressed scattering and fluctuations, their appearance could be exploited as an useful "indicator" that this channel can be safely neglected. This would considerably simplify the parquet treatment of the problem under investigation (e.g. reducing the parquet treatment to some effective BSE-based algorithm). Evidently, the occurrence of divergences in the dominant channels prevents a straightforward implementation of this idea. Hence, other ways to address this problem should be followed, such as the combination of fRG and DMFT, (DMF 2 RG) 51 or the single-boson exchange (SBE) approach 20 .
At the same time, the antisymmetric nature of the divergences occurring in the dominant channels will not hinder the applicability of post-processing schemes of non-perturbative results based on the parquet equations (e.g. the parquet-decomposition of the self-energy 25 ), since the potentially dangerous effects of such divergences will be cancelled out by the internal summation over fermionic variables. This might suggest alternative strategies to circumvent the divergences occurring in the major channels, even at the level of parquet solvers 7, 15, [52] [53] [54] , by exploiting the odd symmetry properties of their frequencies (and/or momentum 25 ) structures.
We should also note that the divergences associated to antisymmetric eigenvectors are the first to be encountered upon increasing the interaction, independent of the interaction sign. As they affect the density channel, diagrammatic Monte Carlo algorithms based on bold resummations are likely going to encounter difficulties of formal convergence towards unphysical solutions for repulsive 27 as well as attractive interactions.
It is important to stress that our results (and in particular that of Sec. III B and Sec. IV) do not only apply to the singular eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Instead, they fully define the effects of the Shiba mapping on all generalized two-particle quantities: The symmetric subspaces of χ r are transformed exactly in the same way as the physical D.o.F., while the antisymmetric subspaces remain invariant.
On the basis of these considerations, and consistently with the total decoupling of the antisymmetric eigenvectors from the static susceptibilities (see Secs. IIIB and IV), one would be tempted to associate the whole physically relevant information with the symmetric subspace of the generalized susceptibilities. However, this is not true in general. In fact, while the antisymmetric subspace of χ r does not contribute at all to the corresponding static susceptibility, it can affect the behavior of other physical quantities.
A pertinent example are energy-energy correlationfunctions, i.e. response functions which explicitly contain first-order time-derivatives (i.e., i d dt = − d dτ =Ĥ) such as the thermal conductivity 55 . By Fourier transforming the (imaginary) time-derivative, one gets an additional linear dependence of the generalized response on the two fermionic Matsubara frequencies ν, ν . This additional frequency dependence essentially inverts the symmetry effects in the final fermionic frequency summations, hence allowing for contributions arising from the antisymmetric subspace.
Finally, we note that if symmetries of the problem are lifted (e.g. by doping the system, considering further hopping terms or applying a magnetic field, etc.), correspondent changes must be expected. The high-symmetry case we considered in this work will represent then a good "compass" to interpret the observed deviation. For instance, doping the model with electron/holes will break the SU(2) symmetry of the pseudospin D.o.F., and one will observe a corresponding splitting of the degeneracy of the "orange" (pseudospin) divergences lines, with a different location of the singularities in the density and in the pp channel. For the pp channel however, the internal symmetry subdivision into fully symmetric and antisymmetric subspaces will continue to hold. Similarly, the three-fold degenerate divergences in the magnetic channel will be split, if the SU(2) symmetry is lifted by applying a magnetic field.
VI. CONCLUSION
In the present work we conducted a comparative DMFT analysis to understand the location and physical role of vertex divergences occurring in the two-particle vertex correlation functions of the repulsive and attractive Hubbard model. Our calculations show that the location of divergences of two-particle irreducible vertices is perfectly symmetric in the attractive and repulsive Hubbard model. This result partly contradicts the expectation from the one-particle picture, where a divergence of the self-energy is accompanied by the suppression of the one-particle Green's function. In particular the symmetric occurrence of singular eigenvalues in χ νν d for U ≶ 0 shows, that divergences of the two-particle self-energy Γ do not necessarily occur in physically suppressed channels.
By considering the specific symmetries that apply in the presently considered system, we show that the antisymmetric and symmetric subspaces behave differently under the U ↔ −U transformation. The antisymmetric part of the generalized susceptibilities is invariant under the Shiba transformation, hence explaining the perfectly mirrored divergence ("red") lines in the density sector, while for the symmetric subspace on the other hand, the density, particle-particle and magnetic channels are mapped into each other for U ↔ −U .
Therefore, we confirm that the interaction-driven suppression of a static local susceptibility is generally accompanied by an increasing number of negative eigenvalues, if they are associated to symmetric eigenvectors, which actively contribute to the suppression of the channel. However, the reversed implication, that the occurrence of negative eigenvalues is in general indicative of the suppression of a channel, is not valid, because of the antisymmetric divergence lines being invariant under U ↔ −U .
This suggests to represent the physically relevant information in terms of a susceptibility density distribution which naturally distinguish the symmetric from the vanishing antisymmetric eigenvector subspace. This representation allows to summarize the U ↔ −U mapping behavior of the generalized susceptibilities and its rela-tion to the mapping of the physical (spin and pseudospin) degrees of freedom at a single glance. Moreover, since the associated spectral distribution is identical for all suppressed as well as all enhanced channels, the introduced representation provides a universal description of all physical susceptibilities relevant for this problem.
Further studies are required to clarify the role of the antisymmetric subspace for other physical quantities such as the thermal conductivity, the effect of a progressive reduction of the symmetry conditions and, on a broader perspective, the relation with the non-equilibrium properties of the system under investigation.
where J is the counteridentity matrix (J 2 = 1), given in Eq. (A2).
If J is multiplied from the right it inverts the columns of a matrix, if it is multiplied from left the rows are inverted. As one can easily see, for χ νν σσ this means
which is true for our case, see Eq. (16) in the main text. If H is a centrosymmetric matrix, the following condition holds, where the submatrices A, B, C, D are n × n matrices.
This means that the centrosymmetric matrix H can be written in the following form:
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
Centrosymmetric matrices have a very useful property. Their eigenvalues can be obtained from the diagonalization of specific combinations of the submatrices A and C, corresponding to either symmetric or antisymmetric eigenvectors. This can be seen as follows:
Consider v, an eigenvector of H
where we used Eq. (A1) and J 2 = 1. From this it follows that Jv is also an eigenvector of H corresponding to the eigenvalue λ, i.e.
with a = 0, being the eigenvalue of J and since J is an orthogonal matrix, a = ±1. This leads to antisymmetric or symmetric eigenvectors v. In our terms this means that: (A14) where v is a 2n × 1 vector and v is a n × 1 subpart of it.
Next, we consider λ S , an eigenvalue corresponding to a symmetric eigenvector Hv S = λ S v S :
In a similar fashion for λ A , corresponding to an antisymmetric eigenvector:
This shows that the centrosymmetric matrix H has eigenvalues λ S obtained from diagonalizing A + JC, which also gives the non-trivial parts v of the symmetric eigenvectors v S . In our case they correspond to the orange and green divergence lines, for λ S = 0. On the other hand we observe that λ A corresponds to antisymmetric eigenvectors obtained from the diagonalization of the submatrices A − JC -the red divergence lines.
In the following a very elegant way to see this block structure of H is presented, which will be used later in the proof.
Block-diagonalization
Using the following orthogonal matrix Q (QQ T = 1) one can block-diagonalize a centrosymmetric matrix H:
Where immediately the block-structure described before is found.
Bisymmetric Matrices
As stated in the main text, due to the SU(2)-and the time-reversal-symmetry the centrosymmetric matrix H considered is in fact bisymmetric. This has important consequences for the submatrices A and C introduced earlier:
as J = J T one finds A = A T immediately. For C the following equation holds:
This means that the combination of submatrices yielding the eigenvalues and the corresponding symmetric or antisymmetric eigenvectors is symmetric, ensuring together with the particle-hole symmetry that the obtained eigenvalues are real.
Appendix B: The mapping of divergence lines
Because of the specific mapping from U > 0 to U < 0 of χ ↑↑ and χ ↑↓ , it is possible to show, that the red divergence lines for U < 0 have to be the mirrored ones of U > 0. As it turns out it also follows that the symmetric density divergences (U > 0) are mapped to symmetric divergences in the magnetic channel for U < 0.
The starting point is to consider the bisymmetric χ ↑↑ and χ ↑↓ matrices, where the fermionic Matsubara frequency indices will be omitted in the following. χ ↑↑ and χ ↑↓ fulfill the following relations, discussed in the main text in Sec. III B, when mapped from positive to negative U . 
This shows immediately that the antisymmetric block of χ ↑↓ , (C − JD), is unchanged, whereas the symmetric one changes sign for U > 0 ↔ U < 0. Considering χ d and χ m for U < 0 and U > 0 the following conclusions can be drawn, where we use the trivial relation:
where in the density case the + sign corresponds to U > 0 and the − to U < 0, for the magnetic case it is the other way around.
From Eqs. (B8,B9) three things can be learned: (i): The antisymmetric block of Qχ U ≷0 d Q T is independent of the sign of U . The diagonalization of [A − JB] + [C − JD] will yield the eigenvalues and the corresponding antisymmetric eigenvectors of χ d . Their singularity corresponds to a red divergence line -independent of the sign of U . This is the mathematical reason for the perfect mapping of the red divergence lines reported in Fig. 1 and the equality of the singular eigenvectors seen in Fig. 2 of the main text. Note that this statement is crucially dependent on the perfect particlehole symmetry of the problem analyzed -otherwise the bisymmetry property is lost. 
where G −1 0 (ν) = ν − D 2 G(ν)/4 in the Bethe lattice case. This result is in perfect analogy with the Hubbard III (CPA) approximation for the Hubbard model, where W must be understood as U .
The BM shows divergences in the irreducible vertex function as well as negative eigenvalues in the generalized susceptibility for the density channel. They appear at sufficiently large W beyond the Mott-like transition in which the DOS at vanishes at the Fermi level 21 .
The susceptibility χ ν,ν d can be easily calculated as
where the ± sign is a consequence of the multivaluedness of the electronic self-energy and must hence be taken into account properly, in order to access the physical solution 21 .
Eq. (C3) states that χ ν,ν d is diagonal in Matsubara frequency space. This is a consequence of the locality of the functional relation which relates the self-energy and the local single-particle propagator Σ[G] 21 .
The phase-diagram of the BM model shows an accumulation point of vertex divergences at T = 0 located at W c /D = 1/ √ 2, before the Mott-like transition. As we shall see below, this implies a continuous eigenvalue distribution that exhibits a tail towards negative values above W c .
Eigenvalues of χ ν,ν d can be directly obtained from Eq. (C3) once the self-consistency condition has been enforced. A singular eigenvalue occurs when 1 + W 2 G 2 = 0 (C4) at zero frequency. The schematic behavior of eigenvalues as a function of Matsubara frequencies is shown in Fig.  6 . The behavior of the distribution of eigenvalues which turns out to be continuous in the T = 0 limit is shown in Fig. 7 . Notice the logarithmic scale in Fig. 7 , which means that the weight associated to negative eigenvalues is very small. However, the zero-crossing of a small amount of eigenvalues marks the onset of the strong disorder limit at W c before the Mott-like transition where the local χ vanishes.
